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RE: pool
From: trina trimmer (tctrimmer@msn.com)
Sent: Sat 7/12/14 11:03 AM
To: Ed Delahanty (whshed@live.com)
Hi Ed,,
I don't think the filters need cleaning. They are new with only about a month of run time on
them, when I took them out in 2013 I did clean them well, and Jean Salls took them home and
soaked them with some special soap.
the dirt on the filters would be from me vacuuming recently. I did take that last
canister apart to fix the ring, it didn't look bad. soooooo, I don't know. I hope that was
helpful.
I am finding large black bags of garbage around the outside of the pool,, I don't know
where they are coming from, but todays bags seem to weigh over 50lbs each, if the clean up
committee is leaving them behind, could you ask them not to make them that heavy? I just
about broke my self in 2 getting them in the dumpster.
Thanks
Trina

From: whshed@live.com
To: tctrimmer@msn.com
Subject: RE: pool
Date: Sat, 12 Jul 2014 10:03:55 -0700
Hi Trina,
Fred & I replaced the pump shaft seal and found it made no difference. When I talked with the pool fellow
from New Concepts in Bellingham he asked if the filters were clean. I replied the last time I saw the system
running about two weeks ago the gauges were well in the "clean" zone. He'll be coming to the pool next
week, probably Tuesday to check the system out. Do you think there's any chance the filters may need
cleaning?
I'll be away again starting tomorrow afternoon until around July 23. As before, Fred Salmon will be taking
care of functional pool issues, getting the pool professionals in as needed. Suzy Palmer and my wife Carol
will be leading the volunteer work fixing all the issues other than the pool system issues.
We'll get more tabs ordered today.
Thanks for the up date.
Ed.

From: tctrimmer@msn.com
To: whshed@live.com
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Subject: pool
Date: Sat, 12 Jul 2014 09:10:46 -0700
Hi Ed..
I hope you are fairing well in this heat... I love hot..
I was hoping for an update on the filter/pump and any idea when it will be
up and running..?
Also I am out of Chlorine down there..
I did shock the pool but was not really affective since the filter wasn't running.. There is not
much I can do about the appearance until its running, and I am really embarrassed about that.
Also, I wanted to warn you that I am in a summer class I had no idea that would be so very
time intensive, just about 40 hours a week, that will last until Aug. 1. so if it seems like I
disappeared... I did,, I will do my best to be available to ACBC. I still have weekends free,
just let me know what is going on and when you need me.
Sorry for the inconvenience.
have a very blessed day..
Trina
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